
Frequently Asked Questions about the BCC  
• When did the BCC governing statute become effective? 
• What providers are required to use the BCC? 
• Do I have to use the BCC? Is it required? 
• Are any employees exempt from the BCC? 
• How do I log on BCC? 
• What is the Rap Back? 
• If I need a password, how does the public access the BCC? 
• What is the Dashboard? 
• What are Notifications?  
• I know that Nursing Homes have had to do background checks for some 

time now but my company is not a Nursing Home. We provide Home 
Care. Do we need to be in the BCC? 

• Do I need to logon to the BCC to do a Quick Check of an individual? 
• Do I need a “special” computer or operating system to use the BCC? 
• Why doesn’t a Grandfathered Employee have to have a criminal 

background check? 
• Will I still get a disqualifying letter for an applicant with a felony 

conviction? 
• Why do I have to get the applicant’s consent to access criminal history 

data when I can access the 4 Public Registries without consent? 
• Do I have to pay to use the BCC? 
• Who manages the BCC or has the authority to oversee it? 
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User Training  

 

Conducted by: 

 

       Jerry Spilecki            Barbara Webb 
DLTCRP BCC Implementation Coordinator        DLTCRP Training Administrator 
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 How did we get here? 
 We have completed background checks for long term care 

facility employees, including checks for those who care for 
the elderly and people with impairments who live in other 
settings.  

 We have been able to monitor criminal activity for 
employees who are already in the system but it has been a 
manual process. 

 Providers have had to obtain required information from 
multiple sources, by multiple methods, and in varied 
timeframes. 

 The system could be more efficient in obtaining, storing, 
retrieving, and sharing critical data.  

 CMS has motivated the States to systematize the criminal 
background check function and has developed incentives 
($) for doing so. 
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Basic BCC Processes 

1. Gaining Access as a User  * 
2. Using The Quick Check Feature for reviewing the 4 Public Registries * 
3. Entering a New Applicant into the BCC System * 
4. Entering an Existing Employee into the BCC System (Only Until 

9/30/13) * 
5. Create necessary Forms and distribute to Applicant * 
6. Review other Registries * 
7. Review Criminal background Check Results  * 
8. Review Service Letter 
9. Review Drug Test results * 
10. Surveying the Dashboard * 
11. Search Applications 
12. Sort Applicant data 
13. Review Notifications 
14. Create a Note within the system 
15. Decide to Conditionally Hire, Not Hire, or Withdraw * 
16. Adding a New User to the BCC system * 
17. Changing the access level(s) of Existing Users * 
18. Create Reports from Applicant Data using search feature 
19. Download searched data to Excel 
20. Editing Provider Public Information Settings 
21. Editing Provider Notification Settings 
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10  Cool Features of the BCC 
 

1. Once an individual has been entered into the BCC database, their 
information will not have to be entered again. Subsequent employers will 
only need to enter the SS# and DOB and the remaining info will be 
populated from the database. 
 

2. When an employee is separated from employment (either voluntarily or      
involuntarily) you are prompted to complete a service letter. The service 
letter is a BCC component and when completed, the information is stored in 
the BCC database for five years then culled. Subsequent employers will have 
immediate access to the service letter if within the five-year period. Note: 
this letter is required by the Dept. of Labor. See IMP # 10 
 

3. The Rap back feature continually monitors any and all arrests and 
convictions of persons on the Master List. The DLTCRP monitors and 
reviews convictions when they occur and alerts the employer. 
 

4. The Dashboard of the BCC gives the employer a quick glance of the status of 
all applicants, no matter where they are in the hiring process. This provides 
organization and details the next steps for employers. 
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5. Providers can, in the Account Settings/Provider Public Information Settings, 

post active employment information to let prospective applicants know that 
they are actively receiving applications. In addition, employers can provide any 
descriptive information about available positions. This information is available 
on the BCC website to persons interested in and seeking employment. They can 
even search by facility! The Quick Background Check is available to the public 
on the BCC website. You can search a name (first and last) for any findings in 
the four public registries which include: The Adult Abuse Registry; The Public 
Sex Offender Registry; The Office of the Inspector General Registry; and the 
Certified Nurse Aide Registry. 
 

6. Private citizens interested in hiring someone to provide care in their own 
residences, can benefit from this feature. They can determine up front if there 
are findings on an applicant.  
 

7. There is a note feature in the BCC Dashboard that allows the user to write an 
electronic note about an applicant that is stored in the dashboard and visible by 
a little note icon that sits right next to the applicant’s name. When you click the 
icon, the note pops up providing word-for-word what you wrote. 
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8. When you are entering a Grandfathered Employee, and check the box 
indicating that designation, the BCC will print out the correct Fingerprint 
Request Form when you get to that point in the process. Grandfathered 
Employees do not receive a criminal background check so the Request Form is 
different from the standard one, also produced by the BCC. 
 

9. In the Reports Section of the Dashboard, the User can sort applicants and/or 
employees in a variety of ways and upload to Excel, allowing for customized 
reports. 
 

10. The BCC Dashboard alerts you when you have notifications that have arrived 
since your last logon. If the results of a registry check have arrived, the 
notifications section will let you know. A running list of notifications is 
maintained through the Notifications Tab. 
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Quick Check 
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Consent Forms 
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Background Check Center (BCC) Consent Form 

 

The BCC process applies to any person who is employed to provide care 

or services:  1)  in any capacity, including as an employee, an agent, or an 

independent contractor,  in a nursing facility, home care, or similar 

facility licensed pursuant to Chapter 11 of Title 16 of the Delaware Code, 

or 2) as an employee of a hospice agency, a home care agency, or a 

personal assistance services agency (home care agency) licensed 

pursuant to §122(3)(m), (3)(o) and (3)(x) of Title 16 of the Delaware Code 

working in a private residence, or 3) temporary employment agencies 

providing individuals to work in the settings identified in 1 and 2 

above.  

Three (3) different consents are required:  one for the criminal history 

(state and federal), one for the Child Protection Registry, and one for the 

transmission of drug test results, as required by 11 Del.C. 1142 and 1146. 

For purposes of this form, all of these work settings will be called 

entity/entities all persons or entities hiring a person for work are 

employers, all persons working will be called employees, regardless of 

whether self-employed, or employed by another, and the prospective 

employer will be the employer seeking to vet an employee prior to 

hiring, or as directed by statute 



I. Criminal Background Check 

I am seeking employment in an entity that requires that my application be processed through the BCC, 29 Del.C. 

§7970. The BCC contains information, derived from the State Bureau of Identification, regarding both my State of 

Delaware and federal criminal history records. I consent to the sharing of my criminal history record with the 

Division of Long Term Care Residents Protection (DLTCRP) and the prospective employer. I understand that the 

criminal history information provided to the prospective employer and DLTCRP is strictly confidential and that it 

may be used solely to determine my suitability for hiring and continued employment. I also understand that if 

hired, I will be subject to a periodic update of my criminal history (Rap-Back), and I consent to that process.  

If I am directed to work in an entity and the entity is not my employer, I consent to the sharing of my criminal 

history information by my employer with the entity where I am directed to work. If I am a student training in 

health care services and am directed to work in an entity as part of that training, I consent to the sharing of my 

criminal history information by the school I am attending with the entity where I am directed to work. If I am 

directed by my employer to work with a patient in the community, I consent to the sharing of my criminal history 

information with the patient, or the patient’s surrogate or agent. 

I am providing the information in the space below to facilitate the process of securing my criminal history for the 

BCC. The information I have provided is true and accurate. I have been informed that failure to provide accurate 

information could result in a civil penalty of not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000 for each violation. 

I hereby grant the employer or prospective employer a full release from liability related to the procurement or 

evaluation of my criminal history now, or in the future, if additional information is provided through the Rap-

Back. I also grant the employer or prospective employer a full release from liability related to the sharing of my 

criminal history with an entity where I have been directed to work.  

I further understand that any employment prior to the receipt of the criminal history record review is conditional 

and that such conditional employment is limited to 60 days.    

Signature: ________________________________________________________Date: ____/____/____ 

**A parent/guardian must sign this form if the applicant is a minor.  

Parent/Guardian signature: __________________________  

Relationship: ________________________ 



II. Child Protection  

Have you ever been involved in a substantiated case of child abuse or neglect?    [    ]  Yes    [    ]  No 

If Yes, please explain: _____________________________________________________________ 

I hereby authorize the Delaware Department of Services for Children, Youth and Their Families to 

provide the below named agency/organization with all substantiated cases of child abuse or neglect 

concerning me contained in the Child Protection Registry.  I further release the Delaware Department 

of Services for Children, Youth and Their Families, its officers and employees from any and all claims 

arising out of or in any way connected to the release or dissemination of any information concerning 

me. 

Signature: ________________________________________________________ Date: ____/____/____ 

**A parent/guardian must sign this form if the applicant is a minor.  

Parent/Guardian signature__________________________ Relationship: ________________________ 

Name of agency or organization  ______________________________________ 

 

III. Drug Testing 

I am required to submit to drug testing as part of the employment process (11 Del.C. §1142 and 1146).  

The BCC will electronically transmit the drug test results directly from the testing laboratory to the 

prospective employer if the testing laboratory is connected to the Delaware Health Information 

Network (DHIN). If the testing laboratory is not part of the DHIN, the results will be transmitted to the 

prospective employer directly by whatever method is mutually agreed upon. The drug test results shall 

be used solely for the purpose of determining my suitability for employment. The prospective 

employer is required by law to maintain the confidentiality of the results.  

I consent to the release of the drug test results to the prospective employer.  

Signature: ________________________________________________________ Date: ____/____/____ 

**A parent/guardian must sign this form if the applicant is a minor.  

Parent signature_______________________ Relationship_____________ 
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IV. Service Letters 

As required by the provisions of 19 Del.C. §708 and 11 Del.C. §8563, I hereby authorize the 
completion of the Delaware Department of Labor, Office of Labor Law Enforcement Service 
Letter.  The letter(s) may be completed by my most recent previous employer or by a health 
care facility or child care facility employer for whom I worked in the past (5) years or by a 
current employer.  
I consent to the release of the service letter results to the prospective employer.  
Signature: ________________________________________________________
Date: ____/____/____ 

**A parent/guardian must sign this form if the applicant is a minor.  
Parent signature_______________________ Relationship_____________ 



This information is provided by the 
applicant who fills out this form. 

V. Applicant Information 
DOB: __/__/____ SSN: ___-__-____ 

Name 
First Name:  ___________________________ 

Middle Name: ___________________________   
Last Name:  ___________________________      Suffix: ___ 

Alias 
Alias First Name:  ___________________________ 

Alias Middle Name:  ___________________________   
Alias Last Name:  ___________________________      Alias Suffix: ___ 

Alias 
Alias First Name:  ___________________________ 

Alias Middle Name:  ___________________________   
Alias Last Name:  ___________________________      Alias Suffix: ___ 

Address 
Address Line 1: ____________________________________________ 

Address Line 2: ____________________________________________ 

City: ________________________    State: _________________ Zip Code: _________ 

County: _________________    
Phone: ________________    E-mail: _______________________ 

Position 
Position Applying for: ________________________________________________ 

Professional License(s) 
Prof. License #: ____________________________  

Photo ID Information 
Driver's License/State Photo ID #: _____________ Issued by the state of: _____________ 

Gender: _____________ (Female, Male) 
Race: _______________  (Asian/Pacific Islander, American Indian/Eskimo, Black, Unknown, White) 

Place of Birth: ____________________________________ (Country)    
Height: ____ ft.  ____ in.              Weight: ________lbs.  
Eye Color: __________ Hair Color: ___________ 

Send notices to me via (Check one):  ___ US Mail at the address above 

   ___ E-mail at the address above 

   ___ Text message at this number ____________ 



Applicant Rights 

 I understand that upon my request, the DLTCRP will give me a 

copy of any potentially adverse information associated with me, based on 

the Applicant Information I have supplied.  The Division cannot provide a 

copy of the Drug Test. Only the employer or prospective employer has that 

information.  

 I understand that if I believe the information provided through the 

BCC is inaccurate, it is my responsibility to contact the agency that 

maintains the data source to correct the information. I can find out the 

source of the data on the BCC website, or by contacting DLTCRP at  

302-577-1406. 
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Log-in Screen 
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A message will appear here if the fingerprints for the job applicant are 

less than 3 years old.  Employers can decide to move forward with 

fingerprinting or ignore the printing of the form. 
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BACKGROUND CHECK CENTER 

DRUG TEST REQUEST FORM 

Date of Request: ##/##/#### 

For the job applicant:  Please take this form to the lab as directed by your prospective employer. 

Applicant 

ID: 

Name: 

Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

SSN:  ###-##-####                 DOB: ##/##/#### 

Employer 

Name: 

Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Contact: 

Phone: ###-###-####    Fax: ###-###-#### 

Pre-Employment Drug Tests 

Five Panel Test (SAMHSA-5) 

Includes: 

 Marijuana (THC) 

 Cocaine  

 Amphetamines 

 Opiates 

 Phencyclidine (PCP)  

Optional Drugs To Be Tested  

Check the box below next to the optional drugs to be tested: 

□ Barbiturates (e.g. Amobarbital, Pentobarbital, Phenobarbital) 

□ Benzodiazepines (e.g. Xanax, Ativan, Valium, Klonipin) 

□ Methadone (e.g. Symoron, Dolophine, Amidone) 

□ Propoxyphene (e.g. Balacet, Darvon, Darvocet) 

□ Methaqualone (e.g. Quaaludes) 

□ Oxycodone (e.g. OxyContin, Roxicodone) 

□ Ethanol (e.g. alcohol) 

Other Pre-Employment Drug Tests Requested (Please Specify Test Below) 

  

This is the basic drug test required by law 

Employers can choose additional drug testing for their applicants 
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I am seeking employment in a health care setting that requires a criminal background check (CBC) which includes both my State of 

Delaware and federal record. I consent to the sharing of the CBC results with the Division of Long Term Care Residents Protection (DLTCRP) and 

the prospective employer. I understand that the criminal history information provided to the employer and DLTCRP is strictly confidential and that it 

may be used solely to determine my suitability for hiring and continued employment. I understand that I am being processed for employment 

through the Background Check Center, 29 Del.C. §7970, and consent to having my criminal history updated periodically during the period of my 

employment (Rap-Back). 

If I am directed to work in a facility and the facility is not my employer, I consent to the sharing of my CBC results by my employer with the 

facility where I am directed to work.  

I am providing the information in the space below to facilitate the CBC. The information I have provided is true and accurate. I have been 

informed that failure to provide accurate information could result in a civil penalty of not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000 for each violation. 

I hereby grant the employer a full release from liability related to the procurement or evaluation of my criminal history now, or in the future  

if additional information is provided through the Rap-Back. I also grant the employer a full release from liability related to the sharing of my criminal 

history with a facility where I have been directed to work.  

I further understand that any employment prior to the receipt of the criminal history record review is conditional and that such conditional 

employment is limited to 60 days.    

Signature: ________________________________________________________Date: ____/____/____ 

**A parent must sign this form if the applicant is a minor. Parent signature_______________________ Relationship_____________ 

Applicant Information 
 

Employer:  _________________________ 

Application ID: ______________________ 

Name: ______________________________________________________                  Social Security #_______________________ 

                        Last                  First Middle 

Previous Name(s): ____________________________________________________  

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________  
 (Street)  (City) (State)        (Zip)  

Date of Birth: ___/___/___   Sex: ____  Race:____  Telephone Number____________________________________________   

Driver’s License/State Issued ID #:________________    

Height: ________  Weight: _______   Eye Color: _______  Hair Color: _________ 

Delaware Health and Social Services 

Division of Long term Care Residents Protection 

CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD REQUEST FORM 

This field is NOT pre-filled 
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SERVICE LETTER 
  
The provisions of 19 Del. C. §708 require that we obtain a service letter from you as an employer or former employer of the 
person named below.  The provisions of 19 Del. C. §708 also require any employer who receives a request for a service letter 
to provide the information on this form within ten (10) business days from receipt of the request. This law provides for 
penalties of $1,000 
- $5,000 for failing to disclose all applicable and available truthful information known to the employer. 
  
TO BE COMPLETED BY EMPLOYER REQUESTING SERVICE LETTER. 
Name of Business/Employer requesting service letter:     
 Address of Business/Employer:   
 Type of Business of Employer requesting service letter (Check one): 
   Health Care Facility   Child Care Facility 
  
Name of applicant:   
 Social Security Number:     __________________ 
 Dates of Employment:        From:   To:     
  
TO BE COMPLETED BY EMPLOYER RECEIVING SERVICE LETTER REQUEST. 
The above-named person has applied for employment/licensure with our organization. The applicant indicated on his/her 
application that s/he was or is employed by you and has signed an authorization and release form that permits you to 
truthfully answer these questions without liability. 
1. Complete Name of Business/Employer:     
 Address of Business/Employer:   
 Type of Business:      
 2.  Dates of Service for employee: From:      To:   
If this information is not available, please explain: 
 3.  Please answer the following questions: 
A. Type of service performed by the person during the course of his/her employment. 
(Please Check One.) 
  
    The employee was directly involved on a daily or frequent basis    
providing services and/or care to clients/patients/residents/children.   
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SERVICE LETTER 
 
 The employee was not directly involved providing services and/or care  to  clients/patients/residents/children  on  a  
daily  or  frequent  basis,  but  did occasionally provide some care and/or services. 
  The employee did not provide services and/or care to clients/  patients/residents/children, but did have some 
contact with them.    
   The employee had no contact with clients/patients/residents/children. 
   This information is not available. (Please Explain.) 
B. Reason for separation from service (please check one.) 
   Laid-off   
  Resigned 
  Resigned   in   lieu   of   discharge 
  Discharged  
 Abandoned Position 
  Other (Specify)   
   Information not available (Explain)   
 C. Information relating to employee's performance (please check all statements which apply to this person and circle 
action/s taken.) 
   The employee was counseled, warned, reprimanded, suspended or discharged as a result of reasonably substantiated 
incidents involving his/her violent behavior or threats of violence in the workplace. 
   The employee was counseled, warned, reprimanded, suspended or discharged as a result of reasonably substantiated 
incidents involving abuse of patients/clients/residents/children. 
   The employee was counseled, warned, reprimanded, suspended or discharged as a result of reasonably substantiated 
incidents involving negligence/neglect of patients/clients/residents/children. 
   The   employee   was   never   counseled,   warned,   reprimanded,   suspended   or discharged as a result of 
reasonably substantiated incidents involving violent behavior in the workplace, abuse or negligence/neglect of 
patients/clients/residents/children. 
   Not applicable to this employee. (Please Explain.)   
 4.(Optional) I would rehire this individual  yes  no 
 I hereby swear/affirm that the information provided above is a full and complete disclosure of the facts required, and that 
the information is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
 Printed name/title of person completing the form  
 Signature:                              Date :   
 This form is provided by the Delaware Department of Labor. Reproduce additional copies as needed. 
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Service letter received from ABC Nursing Home 9/25/2012 
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Entering an Existing Employee 
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Even if the Grandfathered employee has 
been fingerprinted, it is important to 
identify them as GRANDFATHERED 
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Grandfathered Employee Consent Form 



"Grandfathered employee" means an employee of a facility who was not 
fingerprinted because the employment commenced before the effective date 
of March 31, 1999 (July 1, 2001 for Home Care Employees), and no 
requirement for fingerprinting has since applied. 
All grandfathered employees must consent to fingerprinting by the State 
Bureau of Identification (SBI) within 120 days from the date of Background 
Check Center (BCC) implementation to maintain employment.  
SBI: 
• Shall use the fingerprints to establish the grandfathered employee's 
identity for the sole purpose of enabling the person's criminal record to be 
monitored for new criminal activity while the grandfathered employee 
continues to work at a nursing facility, home care, or similar facility;  
• Shall not secure a state or federal criminal history on the grandfathered 
employee 
  
I, the undersigned, consent to the above. 
  
Signature: ___________________________________ Date: ____/____/____ 
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Grandfathered Employee Fingerprint Form 
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For fingerprinting, please proceed to the nearest facility: 

•Kent County – 655 South Bay Road, Dover, DE – No appointment necessary 

•Sussex County – Corner of Shortly Road and Route 113, Georgetown, DE – Appointment required 

Call (302) 739-2528 

•New Castle County – Troop 2, on Rt. 40, Rt. 72, and Rt. 896, Bear DE – Appointment required 

Call 1-800-464-4357 or 302-739-2528 

"Grandfathered employee" means an employee of a facility who was not fingerprinted because the employment commenced before 

the effective date of March 31, 1999 (July 1, 2001 for Home Care Employees), and no requirement for fingerprinting has since 

applied. 

All grandfathered employees must consent to fingerprinting by the State Bureau of Identification (SBI) within 120 days from the date 

of Background Check Center (BCC) implementation to maintain employment.  

SBI: 

•Shall use the fingerprints to establish the grandfathered employee's identity for the sole purpose of enabling the person's 

criminal record to be monitored for new criminal activity while the grandfathered employee continues to work at a nursing 

facility or similar facility;  

•Shall not secure a state or federal criminal history on the grandfathered employee 
  

I, the undersigned, consent to the above. 

Signature: ________________________________________________________Date: ____/____/____ 

 

Applicant Information 
Application ID: ______________________ 

Name: ______________________________________________________ Social Security #_______________________ 

                        Last                 First                       Middle 

Previous Name(s): ____________________________________________________  

 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________  
 (Street)  (City)  (State)        (Zip)  

Date of Birth: ___/___/___   Sex: ____  Race:____  Telephone Number____________________________________________   
                             

 

LONG TERM CARE GRANDFATHERED EMPLOYEE 

This field is NOT pre-filled 
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Entering a Non-Grandfathered Existing Employee 
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The Name is already in the system and cannot be edited. 
However, an Alias can still be added if need be. 
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Photo identification data is not required for non-grandfathered employees 
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Separating an Employee 
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BCC Administrative Functions 
• Adding a New User 
• Editing an Existing User Profile 
• Editing Notification Access 
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BCC Helpful Hints 

• Do Not use the browser back (<) button while using the BCC 
• Always check your email address for accuracy at the blue welcome bar 

when you come to the welcome page 
• If the Applicant has no Driver’s license or State ID-use Passport # if 

available 
• If the Applicant has no phone number, use the facility or company # 
• Because information is securely saved in the BCC you need to print less 

documentation 
• Strive to make the number of applicants in the “In Progress” section be 

Zero 
• For Grandfathered Employees, written consent is received for only the 

fingerprinting for the Rap Back 

• When you see the symbol ? within a circle, it is a “Quick Tip” click on it 
to reveal the tip or shortcut. 

• View the Dashboard as the “bird’s eye view” of your “to-do” landscape. 
You can instantly see work flow priorities, and target priorities as well. 

• You cannot save your data in the application without clicking next at the 
bottom of the page. 

• When you click the first name of an applicant while at the Dashboard, 
you will see the Applicant profile for that person. 
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Frequently Asked Questions about the BCC  
• Who manages the BCC or has the authority to oversee it? 
• When did the BCC governing statute become effective? 
• What providers are required to use the BCC? 
• Do I have to use the BCC? Is it required? 
• Are any employees exempt from the BCC? 
• How do I log on to the BCC? 
• What is the Rap Back 
• If I need a password, how does the public access the BCC? 
• What is the Dashboard? 
• What are Notifications?  
• I know that Nursing Homes have had to do background checks for some 

time now but my company is not a Nursing Home. We provide Home 
Care. Do we need to be in the BCC? 

• Do I need to logon to the BCC to do a Quick Check of an individual? 
• Do I need a “special” computer or operating system to use the BCC? 
• Why doesn’t a Grandfathered Employee have to have a criminal 

background check? 
• Will I still get a disqualifying letter for an applicant with a felony 

conviction? 
• Why do I have to get the applicant’s consent to access criminal history data 

when I can access the 4 Public Registries without consent? 
• Do I have to pay to use the BCC? 
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Questions and 
Discussion 
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Thank you and we 
wish you success in 

using the BCC 
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255-9150 - IAS Helpdesk... 
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